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What office are you running for? Lieutenant Governor
Candidate name (first and last): Kim Driscoll
Which of the following modes of transportation do you use regularly? (Check 
the top 3.) Car, Commuter rail, Rideshare
What types of housing and geographies have you lived in, owned, or 
experienced throughout your life? (Check all that apply)

Duplex/Triple-decker, As a renter, As a landlord, As a home owner, Single-family home, Urban, 
Suburban

How do you see the issues of housing, climate, and transportation connecting 
and how would you work to align them?

As Lt. Governor, I will bring my experience on the housing, climate, and transportation work I have 
led in Salem and the region. I will continue to be a strong advocate for coupling new housing with 
mobility options and land use options that support walkability within the context of neighborhood 
needs. I believe that Massachusetts can benefit from an accessible local and regional 
transportation system that provides alternative modes of transportation and choices for residents 
everyday to encourage more climate-friendly transit. I recognize the crucial role that a sustainable 
transportation system can play in opening up important opportunities within communities. 

Transportation is the largest emitter of greenhouse gas in Massachusetts. At 
the same time, congestion rates have quickly returned to pre-pandemic highs. 
What is your plan to reduce congestion in the state of Massachusetts?

Please see attachment for complete answer. I appreciate your time and consideration in reviewing 
our additional materials, especially given there are other candidates who will submit their own 
material. I believe a thorough answer to this important question cannot be answered in under 
1,200 characters. Thank you! - Kim Driscoll

What is your vision to increase transit service across the state, not just for the 
MBTA but also for Regional Transportation Authorities (RTAs)?

The MBTA provides a critical service to our working families, students, and those unable to drive. 
However, it is limited to the Greater Boston Area, which is why I am supportive of RTAs, including 
allowing communities to generate additional funding through local ballot questions, additional state 
supports for commuter rail expansion, improvements to service reliability, electrification, and 
greater thoughtfulness in connections between transportation modes to make the choice to use 
rail even easier.

Infrastructure in Massachusetts needs to be resilient for our climate future—
our bridges and roads, as well as bus service are crucial in the event of 
climate emergencies and in meeting long term climate goals. How will you 
ensure that transit agencies, departments of transportation, and other 
agencies like the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), have 
the resources they need to meet their climate goals?

As Lt. Governor, I would be an advocate and champion for investments and innovations in 
transportation measures developed with the intention of improving our Commonwealth's resilience 
and capacity to respond to the climate crisis. My record as Mayor has been a reflection of that 
commitment. One example of this has been the creation of the City of Salem's first ever 
Sustainability Department and the development and implementation of a regional climate action 
plan in partnership with Beverly. We must ensure we have strong, meaningful capital plans for our 
transportation agencies and DCR’s portfolio AND be committed to sustainable funding to address 
capital needs. I would be open to setting aside a percentage of new revenues being derived from 
sports betting to assist with funding these capital needs. Enhanced investment in DCR is critical to 
sustaining our state parks, forestries, beaches, piers, campgrounds and other recreational 
amenities. This should be a source of pride for the Commonwealth, as well as an opportunity to 
boost eco-tourism and quality of life in the places home to these assets.

Growing evidence shows that police enforcement is not effective at improving 
traffic safety, and that there are a number of other successful tools and 
strategies that are more effective than police enforcement (see glossary for 
more information). What alternatives to policing will you prioritize and how will 
you shift resources to support those alternatives to meaningfully improve 
traffic safety in Massachusetts?

Salem had one of the first municipal complete streets policies in Massachusetts and it has been 
nationally recognized. More than just a document, our policy has guided the creation of new 
programs - like our Neighborhood Traffic Calming program, which funds evidence-based, tactical 
measures to slow traffic and make public ways safer - and has served as the basis for larger 
policies, including development permits, ride share programs, and more. In addition, other states 
have used technology to assist with traffic enforcement. For instance, in New York the installation 
of speed cameras in school zones resulted in a marked decrease in speeding in school zones. As 
Lt. Governor, I would advocate for giving municipalities more tools and supports to be able to use 
these proven methods and try new ones to improve traffic safety in our communities. 
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State owned roads, including parkways managed by DCR, are some of the 
most dangerous roads in the state. How will you make meaningful 
improvements on these state roadways that will create safer conditions for 
vulnerable users, particularly older adults, people with disabilities, and 
children?

Every roadway project in Salem is carried out within the parameters and requirements of our 
complete streets policy. While many state roadway projects also adhere to these standards, I 
believe more can be done to strengthen those standards, ensure they are consistently applied (or 
there is a public explanation when they must be deviated from), and municipalities are given the 
resources, technical assistance, and latitude to mirror those standards locally. As Lt. Governor, I 
will collaborate and actively work with cities and towns across Massachusetts to implement 
policies that prioritize the well-being and safety of older adults, people with disabilities, and 
children - just as we have done in Salem. 

Finding housing in Massachusetts is already challenging for most people, but 
for older adults and people with disabilities it can be nearly impossible. What 
policies do you support that strengthen accessible and affordable housing for 
people of all ages and abilities?

Please see attachment for complete answer. I appreciate your time and consideration in reviewing 
our additional materials, especially given there are other candidates who will submit their own 
material. I believe a thorough answer to this important question cannot be answered in under 
1,200 characters. Thank you! - Kim Driscoll

How would you provide more expansive resources and options for supportive 
and transitional housing for unhoused folks, as well as comprehensive 
services and housing options once people are ready to move on from 
transitional housing?

Please see attachment for complete answer. I appreciate your time and consideration in reviewing 
our additional materials, especially given there are other candidates who will submit their own 
material. I believe a thorough answer to this important question cannot be answered in under 
1,200 characters. Thank you! - Kim Driscoll

Do you support overturning the State’s rent control ban to address rising 
rents? Neither Support nor Oppose

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I believe this is a decision that needs careful study and implementation at a local level. I support 
allowing municipalities the ability to implement policies most effective to expand affordable 
housing in their city or town.

Do you support a statewide optional transfer fee? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I support empowering cities/towns by providing them with tools & resources to address the 
pressing challenges facing our communities. This, coupled with mindful monitoring to balance the 
impact on our competitiveness as a state when layering new taxes, will be important for our local 
economies.

Do you support the Tenant Option to Purchase Act? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit] Please see attachment for more details. 
Do you support legalizing the creation of duplexes, triple deckers, and small 
apartment buildings in all cities and towns across the Commonwealth? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Do you support Accessory Dwelling Units being allowed by-right, in all 351 
cities and towns? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

ADU’s are one of the fastest ways to add to existing housing stock within each of our 
communities. ADU’s can provide housing for young adults, income for older homeowners who 
have more space than they use, and have a low impact on existing infrastructure and utilities. This 
is a no-brainer.

Based on new zoning requirements, all 175 MBTA communities are required 
to have one multi-family zoning district. Executive Order 215 gives the ability 
to withhold funds for communities that are unreasonably restrictive of new 
housing (learn more in glossary). Do you support the use of Executive Order 
215 to withhold discretionary development related grants across all state 
agencies from communities that fail to comply with their legal obligations 
under the new MBTA communities law? Somewhat Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit] Please see attachment for more details.
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Do you support allocating funds to retrofit existing housing in order to improve 
energy efficiency and meet climate goals? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

Salem will soon announce a ARPA-funded grant program, which we hope can be used as a model 
in MA. Transportation is a key contributor to greenhouse gas emissions, but buildings are a close 
second. Improving efficiencies of existing buildings is important for a more resilient future.

Do you support studying the feasibility of statewide fare free transit service 
and allocating resources to expand fare free transit pilots across the state? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Do you support a low-income fare option for the MBTA? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Yes, I fully support the implementation of a fare discount based on income for public transit at the 
MBTA.

Do you support statewide free bus service on the MBTA and RTAs? Somewhat Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I support the implementation of a fare discount based on income for public transit, and would work 
with municipalities that are interested, alongside federal partners, to implement fare free bus 
services at their respective MBTA or RTA routes.

Though RTAs cover 55% of Massachusetts residents, the RTAs collectively 
receive less than 7% of state transit funding. Due to lack of stable funding, 
many RTAs are unable to offer service 7 days per week. Do you support 
increasing funding for the RTAs to expand and enhance transit service across 
the state? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I support increased funding for RTA’s to expand and enhance transit service across the state. We 
need to do all that we can to support public transit, reduce the use of single occupancy vehicles 
and eliminate barriers to expanded transit service.

Do you support restructuring and potentially replacing the MBTA Board to 
ensure proper accountability and increase public engagement? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Do you support banning pretextual traffic stops? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Do you support ending the practice of debt-based driver’s license 
suspensions and incarceration in Massachusetts? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Do you support rebates and other policies that make it more affordable and 
accessible to purchase and/or ride electric bikes? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I'm proud to be a vocal advocate for reforming our state laws to allow for more use of electric 
bikes. In fact, Salem has advanced a special act to do this locally, in the absence of state action. 
We are also exploring an e-bike subsidy to support residents with purchasing e-bikes and e-cargo 
bikes.

Subsidies for Electric Vehicles (EVs) have gone disproportionately to higher 
income earners in Inner Core communities. Do you support providing 
subsidies for low and moderate income drivers, as well as benefits for those 
who can't/don't drive or own vehicles? Strongly Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
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Do you support the construction of an electrified rail tunnel (known as North-
South Rail Link) that would connect North Station and South Station and allow 
commuter rail trains to run through? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I've been a consistent advocate as a member of the North South Rail coalition, advocating for this 
project with state and federal stakeholders. This project will not only connect the North Shore and 
South Shore regions, but it will also provide economic connectivity up and down the eastern 
seaboard.

Do you support a new state supported service connecting Boston to 
Springfield and the Berkshires (known as East-West or West-East Rail)? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]
Yes, East-West rail is essential to the economic growth of central and Western Massachusetts 
and a critical investment for meeting our climate goals.

Do you support electrifying the MBTA Commuter Rail with a goal of 
completing electrification by 2040 and running "regional rail" style service with 
frequent trains running all day? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

I have been part of a coalition of "commuter rail" Mayors and managers who have long advocated 
for electrification of the rail and we are working collaboratively with the MBTA to accommodate the 
technical changes necessary to their Salem facilities to make this possible.

People who use the commuter rail often rely on personal bicycles to complete 
the first and last miles of their commute, and most trains have significant 
limitations on timing and capacity to accommodate bicycles. Do you support 
expanding opportunities for people to bring personal bicycles on commuter 
rail trains? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

When I helped advance the new MBTA station in Salem, we pursued a multi-modal facility, with 
substantial bicycle storage capacity. Allowing bicycles to be transported via rail will better connect 
commuters, without the need to rely on vehicles to reach their ultimate destination.

A number of states use Regional Ballot Initiatives (RBIs) to create local 
funding opportunities for transportation improvement projects. Do you support 
allowing cities and towns in Massachusetts to utilize Regional Ballot 
Initiatives? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

As chair of the North Shore Coalition of MAPC and a member of the Mass Mayors Association, 
including as former chair, I have strongly advocated for RBIs to empower communities to advance 
transportation investments in their own backyards.

Do you support congestion pricing? Somewhat Support
Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit] Please see attachment for more details.
Do you support user fees for Transportation Network Companies (TNCs), like 
Uber and Lyft, to help fund transportation projects? Strongly Support

Please explain. [optional, 300 character limit]

In Salem we have creatively utilized our TNC fees to underwrite our low-cost public ride share 
service, the Salem Skipper, which is used more frequently by working people, lower income 
residents, students, and others who cannot afford the cost of Uber or Lyft.



 

 

 
Below please find answers and additional comments to the questions posed in the People-
Centered Massachusetts questionnaire: 
 
Transportation is the largest emitter of greenhouse gas in Massachusetts. At the same 
time, congestion rates have quickly returned to pre-pandemic highs. What is your plan to 
reduce congestion in the state of Massachusetts? 
  
I am a strong proponent of programs and investments that reduce reliance on single passenger 
vehicles. Salem was a leader in complete and shared streets, with one of the earliest policies in 
the Commonwealth being adopted here. The state can do more to incentivize cities and towns 
to enact, and then implement, these policies at the local level by funding transportation 
alternative projects like bike shares, multi-use paths and trails, and safer pedestrian ways. 
Expanding public transit is the second tool at our disposal with more east to west and north to 
south rail links, implementation of water transportation alternatives, subsidized public rideshare 
shuttles like what we’ve successfully piloted in Salem with the Salem Skipper, and a better 
supported bus and rail system. In Salem, we’ve moved toward a ‘car lite’ community by 
supporting and funding alternative mobility options for residents, primarily aimed at reducing 
single occupancy vehicle trips, including: a new bike share program with BlueBikes, improved 
cycling infrastructure aimed at improving safety and accessibility, a community car share 
program with Get Around, and an on-demand low cost rideshare program with Salem Skipper, a 
model program now being replicated in other communities across the nation.  
 
I believe that Massachusetts can benefit from an accessible local and regional transportation 
system that provides alternative modes of transportation and choices for everyday 
responsibilities that encourages travelers to safely use the streets. As Lt. Governor, I will bring 
my experience on the work I have led in Salem and the region. I will also continue to be a strong 
advocate for coupling new housing with mobility options and land use options that support 
walkability within the context of neighborhood needs.  
 
I am also supportive of statewide legislation and have submitted a home rule petition for Salem 
to be allowed to adopt e-bikes as part of our bike share program. We know from other 
communities that e-bikes boost bike share rides and will offer a preferred mobility option for 
many residents and visitors. 
 
Lastly, we need to fully electrify our rail as soon as possible. In order for this transition to occur, 
the state must identify funding sources to support cities and towns to transition and electrify their 



 

respective transit systems. In particular, we should explore investing ARPA funds, federal 
infrastructure funds, and engage with our federal delegation to secure funding to support this 
necessary effort. 
 
Finding housing in Massachusetts is already challenging for most people, but for older 
adults and people with disabilities it can be nearly impossible. What policies do you 
support that strengthen accessible and affordable housing for people of all ages and 
abilities? 
 
I believe that every individual has a right to safe, affordable, and life-enriching housing. With the 
cost of rents and mortgages being the single biggest expense for most households across 
Massachusetts, many families are struggling to afford other necessities including healthy food, 
clothing, transportation, and medical care. Lack of housing choices is increasing the risk of 
displacement for residents across the state, creating intergenerational trauma, and further 
exacerbating inequities throughout marginalized communities. We need to expand housing 
choices, especially for older adults and those who are differently abled. This includes efforts to 
enhance universal design in new construction and encouraging/incentivizing universal design 
modifications in existing housing stock. By making housing safe and accessible for everyone, 
we will help limit displacement and enable more older adults to age in place in the communities 
they know and love. 
 
A key to addressing housing needs, should include support for every community to undertake a 
housing production plan and/or housing needs analysis. This work brings community members 
and local officials together to better assess existing conditions and work together on strategies 
to address circumstances. In Salem, our Housing Assessment and Production Plans set out to 
identify and address our most pressing housing needs to help residents better understand the 
housing crisis and what can be done about it. We engaged in a series of workshops, videos, 
and community outreach efforts to explain the importance of creating affordable housing policies 
in Salem. We identified barriers to housing development in our community, such as 
unpredictable permitting, restrictive zoning, community concerns and development costs, and 
worked to devise strategies to address these items. Through our work, it became clear that 
affordability ratios at 80% of area median income were too high to meet Salem’s needs, which 
were closer to 60% of area median income and below.  
 
Some of the strategies adopted and work underway in our community include: 
 
-Adoption of an as of right Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) ordinance that requires all new ADU 
units to rent at or below 70% of area median income; 
 
-An inclusionary zoning policy that requires at a minimum that 10% of new housing constructed 
be affordable at 60% of area median income;  
 
-Leveraging publicly owned land for the construction of affordable housing; and  



 

-Partnering with housing non-profits to develop Housing First supportive housing models that 
include wrap-around services for the most vulnerable members of our community.  
 
-Using the Salem for All Ages age-friendly community initiative to advance housing policies, 
educate the public and developers about inclusive design, and more. 
 
Furthermore, as Mayor, I have worked to alleviate local real estate tax burdens for the most 
vulnerable members of our community by maximizing property tax exemptions and initiating 
new higher thresholds via special act to widen the pool and help assist more members of our 
community who are cost burdened by rising real estate values and tax increases. Maximizing 
property tax exemptions has allowed seniors, disabled folks, and other vulnerable residents to 
pursue abetments on their annual property taxes, enabling households/homeowners with lower 
incomes to continue to live in our community.  
 
How would you provide more expansive resources and options for supportive and 
transitional housing for unhoused folks, as well as comprehensive services and housing 
options once people are ready to move on from transitional housing? 
 
As Mayor of Salem, I implemented a Housing First policy agenda to ensure access to safe and 
accessible housing with wrap-around services for our homeless population. Our efforts are 
focused on meeting people where they are, specifically providing supports for mental health and 
substance abuse disorder, as well as other chronic challenges our homeless population face.  
 
Using a “hub model” we convened a working group with public safety, social workers and 
behavioral health professionals, public health professionals, and court personnel that examines 
both housing options and individual cases of our high-risk homeless population on a monthly 
basis. This has helped to foster communication and coordination among service agencies 
working with the homeless population in Salem and has helped with preventing and responding 
to crisis interventions. Most importantly, this inter-agency activity has enabled opportunities to 
help better serve vulnerable persons in our community.  
 
A strong partnership with Lifebridge, our local shelter and housing services agency, led to the 
creation of a low barrier to entry Day Center in our downtown, which provides space and an 
outlet for homeless individuals who do not want to or are not able to stay overnight at the 
shelter, but want to access services such as food, healthcare, technology or other assistance. 
These partnerships have enabled officials to build relationships and work with members of our 
chronic homeless population in a way that was not possible prior to the creation of this space.   
During the pandemic this work has helped better prepare us to pivot to crisis response, stand up 
a regional homeless quarantine site, and to furnish our local shelter operators with PPE, testing, 
and, ultimately, vaccine supplies quickly and effectively. These combined efforts have 
significantly aided our efforts to test and help vaccinate the majority of our homeless population, 
helping to curb potential spread of COVID in our community. 
 



 

The ultimate challenge for reducing homelessness is developing more housing, in particular 
supportive housing models in our communities. As Mayor, I have supported and advocated for 
several supportive housing models that have been built in Salem, however we need so much 
more of this type of housing to meet the needs of a growing chronic homeless population across 
the Commonwealth. As LG, I will advocate for Housing First policies combined with partnerships 
between shelters and homeless service providers, community officials (from public safety to 
public health), healthcare and social service providers, and court and probation personnel to 
meet the needs of the chronic homeless population and provide some of our most vulnerable 
neighbors with support and wraparound services. 
 
I will also continue to advocate for long-term, affordable housing. I currently serve on the Board 
of the Salem Housing Authority – one of few (if any) mayors to do so in the Commonwealth.  
Housing Authorities can be strong partners to our communities in addressing local housing 
needs – both improving current public housing stock and increasing affordable housing options 
and by partnering with non-profit housing providers on Authority owned land and buildings. Our 
Housing Authority is currently working with a housing non-profit to build out additional housing 
units at an existing SHA property. There is currently a lengthy backlog of capital needs within 
current public housing portfolios and long wait lists for seniors and families in need of affordable 
housing. Prioritizing funding for capital projects at our authorities, in particular modernization 
initiatives and upgrades to mechanical and heating units (including renewable energy sources), 
can help address property conditions, reduce energy costs for authorities and tenants, and 
improve a community's carbon footprint. 
 
In Salem, for example, we are also looking to install low-cost, high-speed Wi-Fi networks and 
broadband infrastructure options within our housing authority portfolio as part of an effort to 
improve and expand internet connectivity at our state public housing properties and private non-
profit subsidized apartment complexes. Given the importance of broadband internet for 
education, employment, healthcare and communication, enabling public housing tenants greater 
access to bridge the digital divide is a worthwhile investment.  
 
I also believe that prioritizing opportunities to partner with housing non-profits (authority non-
profits and separate private housing non-profits) may be a model that can assist with leveraging 
public property to increase affordable housing units in cities and towns. If we can surplus state-
owned land in an efficient and timely manner, we can work to create a statewide program to 
build housing on these sites. There is a large backlog of unfunded modernization projects within 
our state-owned public housing. As Lt. Governor, I will advocate for enhanced state and federal 
funding to improve, enhance, and increase public housing options in Massachusetts. 
 
Do you support the Tenant Option to Purchase Act? 
 
Strongly Support  
 
At present, the availability of naturally occurring affordable housing in many of our 2- and 3-unit 
buildings is being impacted by significant numbers of condominium conversions. While condo 



 

conversions provide new homeownership opportunities, they also are diminishing the supply of 
naturally affordable rental units in neighborhoods. With that in mind, the City of Salem is working 
to adopt measures that would provide additional protections for tenants, including longer notice 
periods, assistance with relocation, and a right of first refusal to purchase the building. Since 
that state law only applies to 4 units and above, we are also working on a special act to improve 
protections for tenants in buildings that are less than 4 units that would provide additional 
protections to tenants.  
 
In Salem, we currently also provide funding to assist with eviction prevention and the up front 
cost of leasing housing (first-last-security payments) as part of our municipal housing assistance 
programs. These programs have proven invaluable for tenants, especially those needing to 
relocate unexpectedly. 
 
Based on new zoning requirements, all 175 MBTA communities are required to have one 
multi-family zoning district. Executive Order 215 gives the ability to withhold funds for 
communities that are unreasonably restrictive of new housing (learn more in glossary). 
Do you support the use of Executive Order 215 to withhold discretionary development 
related grants across all state agencies from communities that fail to comply with their 
legal obligations under the new MBTA communities law? 
 
Somewhat Support 
 
At present, the draft regulations impose a “stick” approach – if a community does not comply by 
adopting a multifamily housing zoning district in a timely fashion, the community will lose access 
to several state grants. The draft guidelines also enable DHCD to take non-compliance into 
consideration when ‘making other discretionary grant awards’, thus enlarging the pool of 
ineligibility for state grant fund programs. While I appreciate the desire to incentivize much 
needed housing, it’s important to note that the draft guidelines do not require the zoning to 
incorporate an affordability component, so there is no guarantee that this will lead to additional 
affordable housing in these communities.  
 
Since the draft guidelines have just been released, it will be important to review the final 
adopted language and assess initial compliance activities among communities. It’s also 
worthwhile to assess state and MBTA owned land in communities served by the MBTA to 
determine the ability to build housing on these sites. The state and MBTA are exempt from 
municipal zoning requirements and therefore, could expedite multi-family and affordable 
housing on these sites.  
 
Lastly, there are communities who have reasonable concerns about adding housing units 
without funding to support infrastructure needs to accommodate growth (e.g., the Cape is 
dealing with a major wastewater challenge). It will be important to champion new housing 
(hopefully a large percentage of which will be affordable workforce units) and to support the 
infrastructure needs of our older, historic communities. 
 



 

Do you support congestion pricing? 
 
Somewhat Support  
 
Massachusetts should undertake a serious assessment of congestion pricing opportunities. 
Several other large cities have implemented congestion pricing as a means to incentivize public 
transit, limit congestion and climate impacts. It will be important that we support investments in 
public transit to ensure that this mode is ready to take on additional ridership likely to occur with 
a congestion pricing model. 
 


